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Stress Among Teens and the Effects 

 There’s no doubt that you have had trouble with the struggles of homework 
before. (If you haven’t, well, what are the odds?) Do you know what stress actually 
does to you?
 Stress is your body’s reaction to harmful situations. It is often what prevents 
you from getting hurt. Canadian statistics from 2015 show that about 50% of students 
from grade 9-12 show major signs of stress, and that number has increased since 
then. Obviously, a good portion of the stress comes from the demand for completed 
homework and being behind in class work. Now, stress can be healthy in small 
portions, for the increased heart rate will pump more blood to the brain,
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Please make the subject “Letter to the Editor.” It will be published 
in the next issue of the Kalamalka Edge. 

The Kalamalka Edge is always looking for new writers. Email the editor at 
kalamalkanews@gmail.com if you’re interested and come to the meetings 

at lunch on Thursdays, room 242. Otherwise, simply send your jokes, 
comics, poetry, and other contributions to kalamalkanews@gmail.com 

Ask Mr. Grace! Have you ever had a burning question for Mr. Grace 
on how this place is run? Put your question in our question box in the 
office or e-mail it to kalamalkanews@gmail.com. Mr.Grace will answer 

your question in the next issue. Dr. Love takes questions too!

Are you a team or a club that has a upcoming event or a recent 
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into the next issue.
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Dear Students,
 I had the fantastic opportunity to interview many prospective Vernon teachers over the summer. In one of the 
interviews a teacher shared the honour and privilege of working with our youth. It really is. The Kalamalka learning 
community is so fortunate to walk through the doors each day to learn together as we all strive to be our best selves.
 Our school has been at the forefront of work with the core competencies and we can look forward to continuing 
the challenge of helping students learn about themselves as learners. We have begun to instill technology into our every-
day classrooms, and this year, we have been given the opportunity to be the first school in the district to have students 
bring their own electronic device, (BYOD) and connect to the WIFI. We will work as a community to build boundaries 
around this as we continue to bring Kalamalka to a higher standard of technological integration.
 Kalamalka continues to foster achievement, self-esteem, and social responsibility, in a safe, supportive, and 
progressive environment. We are working on a school inquiry to see if student engagement will change if technology is 
employed in content, process, and product. We are looking forward to the continued growth in the 2017-2018 year. We 
are all life-long learners on a quest “toward honour and excellence.”

-Mr. Grace

 On the 18th of October, we will have parent-teacher interviews. On the 19th, we will be selling pancakes, and we 
will also have a pajama day. Be sure to come dressed in your pj’s! Also on the 19th will be an important grad meeting in 
the library at 6:30pm. This Friday, on the 20th, we will have a Pro-D Day. The Halloween Dance has been rescheduled 
to the 24th. Dance tickets are currently being sold in the commons. A ticket costs $7 for the grads, and $8 for the others. 
There will be a plenty of snacks and drinks at the dance, as well as a lot of music! Lastly, don’t forget to wear your cos-
tume on Oct 31st. Happy Halloween!

-by Alec Campbell

Dr. L❤ve
Your questions, Fantastic answers - 100% Guaranteed**

 Hey there! My name is Dr. Love, (real name confidential,) and my goal is to spread peace in love, mostly in Kal 
High School, and pretty much what I do is I answer all questions regarding love & relationships, no matter how stupid. 
You see, love is a hard thing, and you teens don’t know how love works yet, so I’m here to give all the advice you need 
as you go through high school. I am an anonymous person and I may or may not even be human; you’ll never know. Oh 
look, I have questions to answer right here:

 Q: Dear Dr. Love, what do I do if my bf cheats on me?
-Anonymous
 A: Well my dear little Anonymous, I have a list you must follow:
  Step 1. Leave him. Any guy who cheats on you does not care about you or your feelings.
  Step 2. Become Taylor Swift.
  Step 3. Write a song about him.
  Step 4. Win an award, then roast him because you know he was trouble when he walked in.
  Step 5. Move on, shake it off and find someone you don’t have bad blood with.
-Dr. Love of the Love Goods
 Q: Why am I single as a pringle and unable to mingle?
-Anonymous
 A: Well my dear little anonymous, I guess you should just buy lots of cats and food because you’re single and 
you’re obviously going to be alone at 85 with 15 cats. Better start buying cats and food now.
 WRONG! That’s not true, and not what you should do unless you want to buy food, especially chocolate chip 
cookie dough, ice cream or cookies and ice cream. Anyway, on to the real advice. Pringles aren’t always single. in fact, 
they come in a container of many other pringles, so what I mean by that is there’s a guy/girl out there for you. You just 
haven’t met him/her yet, so just focus on your friends because everyone has a lover out there. Just be single and proud 
because you’re an independent person who doesn’t need any man or women to make him/her happy. You have yourself 
and your friends and family, so dance to Beyoncé Single Ladies like no one’s watching. Even still, I promise you won’t 
be forever alone because your soul mate could be just right around the corner.
-Dr. Love of the Love Goods

 If you wish to send me a question, please write it on a piece of paper and place it in the news’s question box in 
the office. Alternatively, you can also send your question to kalamalkanews@gmail.com. Please note that your question 
must be appropriate, or else it may not be used. When writing, you may use your own name or use a fake name; it’s all 
up to you.

** Doctor Love might not be a professional, and may or may not be human. We will check one of these days. Our Dr. Love has a 
theoretical degree in relationship drama- er, love, and a perfect PHD in theoreticalness. Real word, I made it up. We do not take 
responsibility for the cosequ- uh, loving relationships.

Environment
What Happens When it Gets Too Hot?
 This will be one discussion in a continuing 
series about climate change. This year, we’ve seen some 
especially deadly examples of the effects of climate 
change. First, let’s talk about how climate change occurs 
exactly.
 The heat of the Earth relies on the Greenhouse 
Effect. Sun rays are reflected off the Earth and trapped by 
greenhouse gases, which are water vapour, methane and 
carbon dioxide. Without greenhouse gas, a Snowball Earth 
would exist. When more greenhouse gas accumulates 
in the atmosphere, Global Warming occurs and the 
temperature of the Earth rises from more heat being 
trapped.
 Consistent evidence around the world shows that 
the temperature is increasing, and it’s because of the 
release of carbon dioxide in the form of fossil fuels, which 
are coal, oil and natural gas. Not only does this cause 
greenhouse gas to build up, but the carbon sinks, which 
naturally take greenhouse gas out of the atmosphere, are 
being destroyed. Trees and other plants take in carbon 
dioxide by photosynthesis, but are being cut down at a fast 
rate, especially in the three great rainforests of the world; 
the Amazon, the Congo and the Indonesian islands. Things 
are especially grim in Indonesia, where corporations bribe 
the corrupt government in order to illegally raze acres of 
forsest. This is deforestation.
 Another major carbon sink is the oceans, which 
contain Phytoplankton and Zooplankton that take in just 
as much carbon dioxide as the trees, but the plankton are 
dying quickly from pollution and acidification in the water.

 Lastly, as you may have heard before, the Arctic 
ice is melting from the increasing temperatures, and the ice 
reflects a substantial amout of heat away from Earth.
 Every degree that the Earth warms by has 
increasingly intense effects. The Earth has warmed by 1 
degree snce the Industrial Revolution 200 years ago, and 
we are seeing some of them today in the form of the 2017 
Atlantic Hurricane season and the BC Wildfire season.
 If the Earth were to warm by 4 degrees, the 
consequences would become quite disatrous; all regions 
would be impacted by desertification, and the amount of 
land that can grow food would rapidly be reduced. The 
remaining crops on Earth would be decimated by pests and 
disease, which flourish under tropical heat. The oceans will 
die due to acidification. The remaining fresh water would 
quickly disappear, and Canada and Russia would be very 
valuble sources of water. Water wars would likely break 
out. All of our ideas of the apocalypse would become 
frighteningly real; World War 3 could easily happen, a 
worldwide pandemic would be quite possible, and the 
collapse of society will likely occur. However, it would 
be nearly impossible to halt global warming at this point, 
since the immense heat would likely trigger the release 
of methane deposits in the polar ice caps and on the sea 
floor, which would significantly increase the rate of global 
warming.
 If the planet were to reach 6 degrees of warming, 
the Earth would look very similar to the state it was in at 
the time of the Permian Extinction 252 million years ago, 
when the temperature rose by 6 degrees and 95% of all life 
died. Keep this in mind when we come back to the topic 
next month.   -by Alec Campbell

 The School Now Has an App!
 Kalamalka Secondary now has an App compatable with IPhone, IPad 
and IPod Touch. The app has a number of useful features including,
 -Event Calender,
	 -Push	notifications,
 -Notes and To-do Lists,
	 -Specific	Interests.
 The app will show you the block order for the day. You can place your 
classes, lunch activities and after-school activities in the settings so the app 
will show you exactly what you have at any time. The app gives you direct ac-
cess to student connect, parent connect, a digital copy of the handbook, and 
the school website. The app will also display any important bulletins for the 
day. Search “Kalamalka” on the Appstore and get the school app today!

Sports
   The following school sports 
teams are currently active:

-Grade 8 Girls’ Volleyball,
-Grade 8 Boys’ Volleyball,
-Jr Girls’ Volleyball,
-Jr Boys’ Volleyball,
-Sr Girls’ Volleyball,
-Jr/Sr Boys’ Soccer.

   Listen to the announcements 
for upcoming games!



Media
A Bright City Goes Dark
 Firstly, as you may well know, on October 1st 
this year, Las Vegas experienced one of the worst mass 
shootings in America’s history. On the night of the 
tragedy, people gathered below a hotel to attend the Route 
91 Harvest music festival. During the final performance 
of the night, a man, now identified as Stephen Paddock, 
entered a room facing the festival on floor 32 of the hotel 
and fired several hundred rounds at the crowd. Confirmed 
numbers reveal that 58 people were killed and nearly five 
hundred were injured. Minutes later, Paddock was found 
dead in a hotel room; the cause of death was a self-inflicted 
gunshot wound. In other words, a mass murder-suicide 
took place. Police state that his motive was unknown. 
Abby Poulin shares a popular opinion, “I don’t know 
enough about the guy to guess well, but it seems to be 
a thing people will do after large crimes. It follows the 
pattern.”
 Once again, a discussion of America’s gun laws 
is at the table. Paddock had purchased 23 firearms, which 
included semi-automatic rifles, and this was completely 
legal, according to gun laws. How his weapons had gotten 
past security is unknown. Although the law has prohibited 
the purchase of machine guns, (automatic rifles,) since 
1986, there is no ban against the attachment, the bump 
stock, capable of converting weapons into automatic ones 
that fire hundreds of rounds per minute, which had been 
done on 12 of Paddock’s weapons.
 Previous shootings have sparked some discussion 
about the flaws in America’s gun laws. President Obama 
had attempted to pass a bill to ban the sale of assault rifles 
not long before his term ended, but it was struck down. 
Though shootings have happened in Canada before, they 
are not nearly as common, because Canada has stricter 
gun laws. It’s largely believed in America that restricting 
the ownership of firearms is an attack on democracy. 
The National Rifle Association, (NRA,) also has heavy 
lobbying in America, and prevents the government from 
affecting the firearm markets.
 However, the recent mass shooting has drawn 
some action among citizens; this time some Congressional 
Republicans and the NRA have considered banning 
and supported banning the bump stocks which allowed 
Paddocks weapons to be converted into much more deadly 
weapons. Paddock reportedly bought his guns in Nevada. 
In this state, the only requirements to purchase a gun is a 
federal background check; if the background check gives 
the required “ok,” the holder may purchase an unlimited 
amount of handguns and long guns. Also in Nevada, semi-
automatic guns and the bump stocks are legal. It has taken 
a shooting of this proportion to illuminate the gap between 
state laws and the federal government.

 As mentioned before, many mass murderers share 
a pattern of having a motive, yet Paddock’s motive is still 
being debated. A criminologist has stated that Paddock 
was aware that a crime of this magnitude would draw 
worldwide attention to him. It has been common in history 
for mass killers to want attention. This need for attention 
can stem from many events in one’s past that made them 
feel neglected or pushed aside. In an unstable mind, 
this can lead people to go to drastic measures to get the 
attention that they were deprived of initially.
 It’s not fair or accurate to say that any one type 
of personality will go violent. In fact, signs in people 
who are at risk of committing a shooting are that they 
tend to suddenly show a new fascination with weapons, 
(particularly guns,) an obsession with police tactics, threats 
towards coworkers or other people, a new religious fervor 
or political affiliation, violent entertainment and a decline 
in hygiene and relationship skills. Men and women with 
this profile have become shooters before.

-by Kiera Byrnes
Health
Stress Among Teens, and the Effects
 There’s no doubt that you have had trouble with 
the struggles of homework before. (If you haven’t, well, 
what are the odds?) Do you know what stress actually does 
to you?
 Stress is your body’s reaction to harmful situations. 
It is often what prevents you from getting hurt. Canadian 
statistics from 2015 show that about 50% of students from 
grade 9-12 show major signs of stress, and that number 
has increased since then. Obviously, a good portion of the 
stress comes from the demand for completed homework 
and being behind in class work. Now, stress can be 
healthy in small portions, for the increased heart rate will 
pump more blood to the brain, and you’ll be more alert. 
However, too much stress causes your body to go haywire. 
Stress impacts your physical and mental health. Anxiety 
and depression are interconnected with stress. The causes 
of stress are quite personal, and some people have more 
tolerance to stress than others, and some people cope with 
stress differently than others, but the symptoms that are 
often associated with stress include:
• Low self-esteem,
• Symptoms Anxiety and Depression,
• Low energy,
• Problems with bodily functions, (dry mouth, 
digestive issues, headaches, pains, tense muscles, etc.)
• Sleeping problems, including insomnia,
• Nervousness and shaking,
• Memory and concentration defects,
• Change in weight,
• Change in appetite,
• Avoiding work, (procrastination,)
• Frequent colds and infections.

Halloween
 

Knock-knock
You suddenly go into shock

When you hear the knocking at your door
Then the creaking opening it more and more

As the stranger enters the room
You see he is not wearing a normal costume

“Trick or Treat”
You feel your heart beat
He then starts to stagger

Closer to you with his dagger
As it pierces your heart

You feel your body and soul come apart.
-by Quency Perez

End of Summer 

An agitation of the air, 
A perturbation of the light

Admonished me the unloved year
Would turn on its hinge that night.

 
I stood in the disenchanted field
Amid the stubble and the stones,

Amazed, while a small worm lisped to me
The song of my marrow-bones.

Comics
-by Bryn Defauw

Blue poured into summer blue,
A hawk broke from his cloudless tower,
The roof of the silo blazed, and I knew

That part of my life was over.
 

Already the iron door of the north
Clangs open: birds, leaves, snows

Order their populations forth,
And a cruel wind blows.

-Quency Perez

Quarter Past Two

It was a quarter past 2
When you looked at me.

We sat in that gloomy room,
The screen is all that we could see.

It blocked out the light
That was in our lives.
That’s when the walls 

came crumbling down.
All of it’s gone,

Now there’s no one around.
I try to think about that place

Where everything was so surreal.
The atmosphere bright…

Not a shadow in sight.

-by Kiera Stinson



Horoscopes
Aries (March 21-April 19)
 Choose to be laid-back at work today because if 
you push too hard to further your agenda, you will meet 
with obstacles. Therefore, step back; take a deep breath 
and be grateful for whatever you achieve in a tiny way.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
 This is a tough day for those in sports or those 
who work in the entertainment world or the hospitality 
industry. It seems that whatever you try to do – someone 
blocks your efforts! Therefore, go slowly. Stay focused. Be 
thankful for small mercies.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
 Something might bring increased activity on 
the homefront to a complete halt today. You’re stuck. 
Whatever you try to do is stalled in the water! Don’t worry 
about this too much because everyone feels blocked in a 
different way today. It is what it is.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
 Slow down and take it easy today even if you 
are running around doing errands, taking short trips and 
talking to lots of people (which you probably are). The fact 
is that there are obstacles out there today that create delays. 
Minimize what you have to do.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
 Postpone major financial wheeling and dealing 
because today is not the day. In fact, whatever you do 
today with respect to your finances or even shopping, you 
will encounter obstacles. You won’t get your way. Things 
will be tough. Don’t even try. Forewarned is forearmed.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
 Proceed slowly today so that you can do thorough 
and careful work. If you push too hard, something will 
go sideways and discourage you or you might even doubt 
yourself. Don’t be angry or irritable. Just take baby steps 
with whatever you’re doing.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
 This is a tricky day because for some reason, you 
might feel discouraged or filled with self-doubt. You have 
that feeling that you’re waiting for the other shoe to drop 
and it’s going to be big and ugly! Actually, this is just an 
illusion. Just go forward carefully and cautiously.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
 Someone older or in a position of authority might 
block your way today if you are dealing with a friend, or 
particularly if you are dealing with a group. This could

make you feel overwhelmed. But really this is just timing. 
Don’t push things today.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
 Don’t be discouraged if a parent, boss, or someone 
in a position of authority tells you that you cannot do 
something. “It’s impossible! No one has ever done it!” 
Ironically, their words might embody your secret fears! 
Just let this day pass so that you can rethink things. It’s all 
fine.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
 Travel plans might be thwarted today and likewise, 
your efforts with the law, medicine, and higher education 
as well as publishing and the media might also encounter 
refusal or difficulties. (“Whaaat?”) Many people will face 
obstacles today. (Tomorrow and Friday are easier.)

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
 Discussions about inheritances, shared property, 
insurance issues and such will be tough today. It will be 
hard to gain ground or achieve agreement or consensus. If 
you can delay this kind of talk – do so. Another day will 
be much better.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
 You might find today to be a bit challenging in all 
your communications with others; especially when talking 
to friends and partners. Therefore, keep things light. Don’t 
expect too much of others and don’t make demands on 
them. Be encouraging to others; but do not take things 
personally. (Ha! I take everything personally.)

-by Quency Perez

Poetry

Autumn

The months of August
September 

October 
Give me warm feelings

Sweaters, falling leaves
The trees are slowly losing their color
Pumpkins, glowing bright in the night

And young children playing in the streets
Fall is beautiful.

-by Quency Perez

 The main symptom of stress I’ll be talking about 
are memory and concentration defects. When the brain 
is put under enough stress, the prefrontal cortex gets 
distracted and tries to cool down, while your long term 
memory can’t get the signals there. Also, you get agitated 
and refuse to focus on the task, for it makes your brain 
panic more. So, if your teachers or parents blame you for 
paying no attention in class or not remembering important 
tasks, it’s because your brain refuses to deal with that.
 Later in life, people under stress are much more 
susceptible to stroke, heart disease and other illnesses. 
Your mental health will also take a decline. If you’re over-
stressed, you might be more likely to develop an eating 
disorder. Also, your acne and other things will get worse.
 The best thing you can do to help with your 
stress is to recognize your stress symptoms. The school 
counsellors can help you do that. Try to take a little bit 
of time out to do the things you love. If you take a day 
off from school, you would be surprised how fast some 
of your symptoms disappear. Trying to have that in your 
daily routine will make high school much more enjoyable.

-by Françisca Kerr

Short Stories
Like a Dog

 It was the toughest decision the family ever had to 
make. Dad looked sad when he announced at the dinner 
table that it was maybe time. Everyone knew what he 
meant because things just hadn’t been the same for a long 
time. She wasn’t keeping up anymore on the walks that 
they all took in the forest. She didn’t run around anymore 
on their expansive farm chasing anything even though 
they had acres and acres and no neighbours for miles and 
miles. She just wanted to sit and sleep on the porch in 
the sun. She hadn’t spoken up in many months, she was 
completely deaf, and she had not a tooth left in her poor 
little head. And just lately, a tell-tale sign, she’d been 
having accidents that Dad would usually have to clean up.
 Graham, the youngest boy, was probably the 
closest to her and he remembered fondly the first time that 
they had brought her home to stay. She was already old at 
the time, but she had quite a bit more energy then than she 
did now.  So when Dad said, “Well, I think it’s time…”, 
Graham had been the first to look over at her, but she had 
kept gumming her food, (she always liked to eat at the 
same time as the family) and only looked up from her dish 
when she sensed that everyone else was looking at her. 
She stared back at all of them uncomprehendingly for a 
moment and continued to eat her meal.
 The day was set for the coming Saturday and the 
whole family went outside with Dad coming last holding 
the rifle behind his back, because he didn’t want her to see 
it. She would sense what was coming. Dad had already

dug a deep grave earlier in the day. Deep, because “we 
don’t want them critters to get at her, like they done to the 
last one,” he had said.
 And so, they sat her down and the whole family 
stared down at her as Dad sneaked up behind her with the 
rifle and brought the point of it to the back of her neck. It 
was over in a moment, and even though she flopped over 
without a sound after the rifle shot continued to echo in 
the distant hills, Graham knew that she did not even feel a 
thing.
 They pushed her body into the grave and they each 
took turns with the shovel until it was completely covered 
with a neat mound. Dad pounded a wooden cross into one 
end of the grave and then they all stood back and stared 
down at it. Dad had his large farmer’s hand on Graham’s 
shoulder and Mom was holding his hand.
 “You understand that this had to be done, right, 
son?” Dad asked after a moment of silence.
 “Yes, Dad,” Graham said. “I understand why it 
had to be done. But, at the same time, I sure will miss 
Grandma.”

-Mr. Krahn

A Tall Tale
 No, no, no. This is not the tall tale you think it is. 
A normal Tall Tale is where you take a fairy tale story and 
change it up. For instance, a Tall Tale could be the Three 
Little Pigs, but from the Wolf’s perspective. Another could 
be Cinderella where all the characters did a gender swap. 
You get the point, but this is not that kind of tall tale. This 
is a tale about being tall.
 I live in a giants’ village. It’s a 15 minute walk 
from Stubs City. Well, it’s a 15 minute walk for me, but 
it’s a 2-3 day trip for the people of Stubs City. I’m the 
tallest giant there is. I’m proud to say I’m 4 feet 2 inches. 
Hey, where I come from that is pretty tall. The people 
in Stubs City are barely a centimetre tall. Yeah, that’s 
the difference, so don’t try sassing me, cause you aren’t 
going to win. It’s amazing being tall. I can see something 
before you can and I can reach tall shelves and stuff. Yes 
it’s true I do sometimes butt my head when I’m waking 
down the stairs, and yes it is hard to find clothes that fit me 
sometimes, but not all the time.
 So that my story. I’m just a regular human being 
living in a town filled with other human beings surrounded 
by a city of ants.
 Don’t feel bad about your height! Have some 
confidence in yourself.

-by Caitlin Larnder


